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I am going to talk about what i1{ is like to be poor - as much as I can do it 
from a secondhand position - trying to pit myself in the shoes of a fainily in poverty.

The angle I am taking is well expressed in the introduction to "The Fainily in a 
Money World" by Frances LomqS Feldman. Talking of the American culture and I think 
this applies equally here4 she says "money or its absence is of great significance. 
Human worth is often eqhated with financial achievement, success is measured in terms 
of possessions. Consequently the man who i^ a poop provider or who is unable to hold 
a job or who for other reasons needs economic assistance is considered 'inadequate'. 
Whether his financial failure is thb result of his own short comings or due to circum
stances beyond his control^ he appraises his lack of economio achievement as the 
community does - in "Lerms of persbnal depreciation".

Before going further, I would like to explain something of the relevant aspects 
of the Brotherhood of St. Laurence because it is from the Brotherhood that I have learn
ed all I know about poverty. The Brotherhood as an organisation actually began in 
Newcastle but moved to Fitzroy soon after, about 30 years agat. The place and time 
mean two things: a densely populated inner suburban slum in the depression. The 
programme was obviously devoted to material relief - shoes, grocery orders, blankets, 
milk for school children, even baths for those whose homes did not boast washing 
facilities. It became apparent that relief which only lasted 24 hours and was not 
linked to an understanding of the people and an attempt to get them involved in helping 
themselves was to say the least wasteful and superficial and so an appointment of a 
trained social worker iras made in 1953. Since then relief has Xeen integrated into a 
counselling service and we now have trained social workers, welfare assistants, and a 
relief budget of over $13,000 per year. Side by side with this, the researoh at the 
Brotherhood has grown - studies of housing conditions and income levels which have been 
directed at changing and improving the basic structure. In 1958 there was "100,000 
Depressed Pensioners" arguing a case for increased payments to those who were totally 
dependent on their pensions. Later that year the Budget made provision for "supple
mental^ assistance" for that group and we like to think there was a caonal relationship. 
In 1961 during the credit squeeze, we produced "On Benefit", a study of the effects of 
living for extended periods on benefits that were originally intended for short term 
relief. \ In 1964, there was "High Rents and Low Incomes", a study of the housing 
problems bf low income families which was until recently the only attempt to accurately 
estimate V(hat was called "the vulnerable group" in poverty terms.

I joined the Brotherhood in 1958 because I was interested in a project of 
intensive casework Tilth multi-problem families and about 18 months ago I moved to my 
present job which is concerned with research, social action, community education - 
in short with trying to build fences at the top of cliffs instead of ambulances at 
the bottom. =

$0 Much for the Brotherhood. Before I move to actually describing the 
situation of'a family in poverty, I want to give attention to the widespread ignorance 
of poverty and the apathy which required a survey such as the Institute has done to 
make us take notice. David Scott, Associate Director of the Brotherhood said two 
years ago that "in Australia Tie regard our poor with interest and sympathy but without 
Serious and applied concern t^ht could lead to a real understanding of their situation, 
a drive for reforms and a restatement of social policy". YJhile this statement is not 
as true today as it was. two years ago, it still provides much food for thought and a 
challenge to examine our attitudes honestly.

I think they derive .gairly simply from the gulf between those who have and those 
who do not have, between th&se who plan health and welfare services and those who use 
them. " There is little association between the two gpeups and virtually no connnunicar 
tion. The gulf is epitomized in the denials, until recently, that poverty existed at 
all and this is understandable in that it isn't normally seen in the course of a day, 
people who are poor don't make their voices heard because they are inarticulate and not 
as a rule organized into groups (exception is the Combined Pensioners Association) and 
finally the welfare agencies who know them are generally preoccupied with giving direct 
assistance to individuals, not publ.ically explaining their difficulties.

The somewhat inevitable result of this is that the public jumps to its own 
conclusions, usually based on meagre facts and little if ary first hand experience, and 
forms misconceptions and stereotypes^ These take the form of labelling - you hear sc



frequently "he's a no-hoper", a "bludger", ^la-zy", "unwilling*f;o*help, himself", "spends 
too much on drink", etc. Advice is freely given -usually to "pull up your socks". 
Another comment made to me recently by a journalist echoes sentiments that are widely 
shared "I push my mower but the chap in the Commission house opposite has an electric 
one". Many donors to the Brotherhood stipulate that their gifts should be passed on to 
the deserving poor but I am almost incapable of distinguishing the deserving from the 
undeserving. '

I want to look beyond the labels, at the situation of the people, and the 
behaviour which may give rise to the labelling. Firstly td get the basic outline by 
examining nine Basic budget items prepared by the budget standard service of the 
Community.Council of Greater New York, and then to move on to less tangible aspects.
The nine items are (l) food, (2) clothing and personal care, (3) housing and utilities, 
(h) house furnishing and household operation,(5) medical care, (6) transport, (7) ready
ing - recreation, education, communication,(8) life insurance, occupational expenses^
(9; gifts, contributions, etc.
(1) Food - Although this is placed first in proportionate spending, in cry experience it

is usually $ast and bears no relationship whatever to nutritional needs or 
appetite stimulation. It is monotonous, enlivened by tomato sauce qnd onions and 
padded heavily with bread and potatoes. The beginning of the week may see peaches and 
cream for sheer relief although the end will literally leave the cupboard bare. Plan
ning is day to day, even meal to meal.. Shopping is frequently made dearer by recourse 
to the corner store but on the other hand, he will give credit when the supermarket will 
not. The skill and energy pf housewife are tremendously important.
(2) Clothing and personal care - Dominatihg feature ip that 9C% is secondhand - either

as a direct gift or bought au an opportunity shop.
Rarely is anything bought to fit or to suit you. Personal care inqludes things we are 
likely to overlook in thinking of a basic budget - haircuts for the man, lipstick for 
the wife, toothpaste ...
(3) Housing and utilities Undoubtedly rent is the greatest single factor in the low

income spending. Unless a family is housed by a public 
housing scheme (and there are 11,000 on the Housing Commission waiting list in Victoria), 
the invidious choice is between reasonable housing you can't afford (many pay up to half 
their income in rent) or bad housing ^ou can afford. There are endless examples in 
"High Rents and Low Incomes". Utilities means fuel costs gas, electric, and heating 
and it should not be underestimated how many families have supplies disconnected 
because they can't pay these bills. I'Ve known imaginative parents to make a game out 
of using candles, but candles won't heat a baby's bottle and illegal reconnection is 
frequent.
(4) House furnishings and operation The choice here is secondhand furniture or recourse

to Hire Purchase. The irony is that a family that 
can not afford .$60 for a secondhand suite finds itself buying one for $300 with no 
deposit. This happens especially at the time of moving into new Commission accommoda
tion. High powered advertising needs sophisticated sales resistance and ^his is more 
likely to be found in the family that already hqs some comfort and other compensations.
(5) Medical care !This is a major area of expense. Families frequently lack the skill

to assess and treat minor ailments and seek a doctor's opinion prema-* 
turely. More importantly they are more susceptible to infection because of poor 
nutrition. H.B.A. is beyond their means Although I have known many who belong sporad
ically and inevitably are ineligible when they need it. Public hospital care is 
increasingly expensive, especially for in-patients and the fares to and fro - perhaps ... 
a taxi is necessary,.add to this. A man can be in a real dilemma about seeking medical 
attention because of the double cost involved in also losing time from work.
(6) Transport A family on low wages gather than social service concessions has to face

the fate increases with the rest of the public for necessary transport, 
that is to work and to school, but may be prevented from making family visits by the 
costs involved.
(7) Reading-- recreation, education, communication By this stage the low income budget

has little to spare. Recreation that
costs anything at all is a real luxury - holidays are unknown. In my opinion T.V. is 
more than justifiable, except for the advertisements enticing them to buy, it is an 
absolute blessing. This category which is barely included in a poor man's budget, in 
fact covers most of the things that we would consider made life worth living.
(8) Life insurance, occupational expenses - no, unless compulsory union fees.
(9) Gifts, contributions Barely anything left except that something Will somehow be

found to buy n birthday card or a Christmas present.
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That is a picture of what I'd call the physical or tangible side of life but it 
doesn't end here. I want to turn to what I've called the experiental position and by 
this I mean life's experiences that poor people have to deal with which are so often 
quite foreign to us.... Repeatedly having to explain why you can't pay - to the man 
at the door, the landlord, the magistrate; having to fill in official forms for assis
tance, having to make a request for help at a welfare agency (how they hate this);
reghlarly being told what to do or told off for not having done it by someone who is 
undoubtedly talking sense but who doesn't know what youhe going through. Having to 
decide, once you are in debt - which is quite inevitable - whether to go to court and
lose a day's pay or risk a fine for non-attendance. In essence, you are being forced
'to cope with a hostile community which punishes you for your failures without having 
any conception of the sum total of pressures on you. There was an example in Victoria 
last year of a man being goaled for failure to pay maintenance for his children who 
were in State care because he had beep unable to maintain them. Two common methods' of 
coping - one illegal, the other illogical - include trading the Child Endowment bock 
for money in advance and throwing in a job to get the holiday pay due for an immediate 
debt. There are no bank overdrafts at this level....

What about know how, education and training?' Though intelligence may be evenly 
spread through the community, it's fostering and development certainly is not. Studies 
have shown that lower class children leave school at the minimum age with the minimum 
equipment for an increasingly competitive employment world. Lower inoome families 
deriving from lower income families have usually not learned the skills of housewifery; 
dress making, handimaiis jobs which tend to be handed down by example. Paradoxically 
one really needs a university level education to succeed in living on a low wage.

The effect of this sort of life experience is depression, hopelessness, and lack 
of motivation. Often the depression shoiys as a flash of aggression - a last ditch 
stand with an employer - and is usually misinterpreted. Instead of pulling up his 
socks, the unemployed man with dependent children is quite likely to pull the bed
clothes over his head and hide from the world and his failure. Families do not plan 
ahead - it is too painful or risky * and for the same reason they spend 50c they can't 
afford on a Tatt's ticket instead of bread. Thdy are not motivated to improve their 
condition ("why don't they at least tidy the garden, paint the house") and I've known a 
man 'blue' his whole wages on drink the very week the spending of every cent was detail
ed, because the tehsion was too great; another reaction in similar circumstances is to 
desert. Initiative is killed not kindled, wives buy tinned soup instead of having a 
stock pot and spend a kind gift of money on having the children's photos taken.
Quoting the "Family in a Money World" again "It would be more rational if they saved and 
budgetted but human beings are not rational". Harrington, author of "The Other 
.America", says in describing behaviour like this "such characteristics are a realistic 
adaptation to a socially perverse situation".

"When man's energies have to be expended to ensure mere survival, self-realiza
tion is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible" comes from Social Casework, June 1%5; 
as does the following "To live on a restricted budget for a short time is possible, 
though difficult; to have to live in a constricted fashion month after money, year after 
year, leads to painfully lowered self-esteem, to overwhelming frustration, and to the 
stifling of initiative".

This is the low income family I know. You may ask am I exaggerating, are they 
all like this? I am not able to say unless we can mdke some comparison of Brotherhood 
of St. Laurence clientele with the very widely drawn sample studied by Economic 
Research. This may show that the Brotherhood deals mainly with the non-tcoping poor. 
Whether it does or not, I think there is a just case for painting this picture to try to 
stir the public out of their apathy and make them realize that poverty is not only a 
matter of finance but also feelingA.

To draw the ends together, this qs a description of one family in poverty -
Mrs. B. is a deserted wife with four children aged 9, 7, 6 and Her income is the
widow's pension of $23.50 per week (the last child is not included because he could not 
be proven to be her husband's), Social Welfare allowance of 80c and Child Endowment of 
$4.50, a total of $28.80 per week. (The Harper report poverty line for a woman with 2 
children was $28.00). She is lucky in being a Housing Commission tenant so that her 
major outlay, the rent, is extremely reasonable at $3.25. This leaves her with $25.55 
for food, clothes, fapes, fuel, household needs, chemists items and everything else for 
five people. Because she is a good manager, Mrs. B. is able to give the children a 
fairly balanced diet, spending $15.55 on food.
A furthe positive feature of her situation is the interest and support of her parents 
who amongst other things len*i: îer money to buy a secondhand Television set and a lounge 
suite in order to avoid hire purchase. They also provide a Sunday roast dinner which 
is the family's only meal that is not a variation on sausage meat or stewing steak. 
Undoubtedly Mrs. B. and her children "get by" with the physical necessities of life.
It i3 the social and emotional aspects of her existence, the items which we often refer
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*to as making life worth living, which are inevitably excluded from her budget. I quote 
from the Social Worker's report:

"Two of the children attend Brownies and pay 10 cents per week. Recently 
one had an excursion for 29 cents. Mrs. B. #ill be unable to go to her
son's, concert at the Music Bowl this week because of the $1 entrants.
Generally there is nothing allowable for entertainment for her except 
watching her own TV. She does not drink or smoke.
Mrs. B. feels unable to contribute to the school when "voluntary contri
butions" are requested. She fee^h this hurts the children. The last 
Headmaster was aware of her situation and her son went on several excur- 
sions free.
Mrs. B. does not feel that she is a particularly good manager although 
her endeavours to plan ahead appear above average. She has no special 
talents apart from sewing and knitting but recently because of severe 
nervous strain, she has'felt unable io sew".
Finally I want to make general comments on what I think needs to be done and to 

describe what can happen when the public is unaware and/or doesn't care.
While I believe that there will probably always be "case poverty" - Professor 

Galbraith's term for people whose poverty stems from their personal inadequacies, 1 
think there is often an unfortunate confusion of this condition with a generalized situa
tion existing amongst groups.of people which could be improved by overall government 
programmes. I am saying that the major remedies can only be introducted at government 
level and this is only likely to happen when poverty becomes a significant issue, both 
to numbers of people and to the policy makers. Not m&ny people know for instance that 
social services are the second largest item on the federal budget. There is very little 
high level debate about them in comparison with defence, national development, or educa
tion. This then is what is fundamentally needed - an informed and interested public.

Now an example of government action: In Victoria widows and others receiving
Commonwealth benefits who have dependent children can receive an extra allowance through 
the Social Welfare Department. This amount is calculated according to an undisclosed 
formula so that the recipient receives a "required" level of income or the basic wage, 
whichever is the lower. Last year following Commonwealth increases in pensions, made 
with regard to higher living costs, the State government reduced these allowances for 
"children in necessitous circumstances". This was done in spite of the admission in the 
annual report of the department for the year ended 30th June, 1965 that in over 3Q% of 
cases the assistance failed to bring the income to the required level (because of the 
basic wage and other celling figures)?

I quote this incident for three reasons: firstly the reduction was made in the 
incomes of one of the three groups identified by Professor Henderson's study as most in 
need df extra help. Secondly this form of payment could be regarded as preventative 
and economical in that it helps to keep children out of State care which is far more ex
pensive. Thirldy the public as a whole was silent because it was ignorant about what, 
was happening until the Social Work Association revealed the position and led the protest. 
There was a wave of criticism - editorials in the press, etc. which did not prevent the 
deductions in the shprt dun but which may have paved the way for revision in the near 
future.

In conclusion, some areas which should be looked at:
(1) Housing - the state housing bodies mus*j: catch up on the lag or possibilities

of private schemes be investigated.
(2) Educational.assistance to low income families should be increased to enable

more children to take advantage of and enjoy their education even 
if they are only average scholars.

(3) Family planning services should be available to low income families. In
Victoria at present if you are unable to afford private care you 
must be medically in need*of this advice.

(4) Research - We must ^e prepared to support enquiries into maiy aspects of
poverty, e.g. the effect of no deposit Hire Purchase systems, the 
value of homemaker services to teach low income families the basic 
essentials of home management.

The "poverty parade" presented in our daily papers - blankets for pensioners in 
the winter, parcels at Christmas, undoubtedly draws on our generous impulses and 
concern for others bub do not let us accept these as inevitable until we have done our 
best to improve the living standards of the people and given bhem the chance to plan 
for themselves rather than accept charity.
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